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Abstract

A flexible fiber carrying a liquid drop may coil inside the drop thereby creating a drop-on-fiber system with an ultra-
extensible behaviour. During compression, the excess fiber is spooled inside the droplet and capillary forces keep the
system taut. During subsequent elongation, the fiber is gradually released and if a large number of spools is uncoiled a
high stretchability is achieved. This mechanical behaviour is of interest for stretchable connectors but information, may
it be electronic or photonic, usually travels through stiff functional materials. These high Young’s moduli, leading to
large bending rigidity, prevent in-drop coiling. Here we overcome this limitation by attaching a beam of soft elastomer
to the functional fiber, thereby creating a composite system which exhibits in-drop coiling and carries information while
being ultra-extensible. We present a simple model to explain the underlying mechanics of the addition of the soft beam
and we show how it favors in-drop coiling. We illustrate the method with a two-centimeter long micronic PEDOT:PSS
conductive fiber joined to a PVS soft beam, showing the system conveys electricity throughout a 1900% elongation.
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1. Introduction

At small scales capillary forces may be used to fold elas-
tic structures, and several studies have shown how one can
design shape and form in microstructures by the careful
utilization of surface tension, provided Young’s moduli are5

low enough or structures are thin enough [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The
mechanics and physics of drops on fibers has been stud-
ied from the point of view of wettability and mist capture
[6, 7, 8, 9] but recently, finding inspiration in spider webs
[10, 11, 12], we have seen the introduction of elastocap-10

illary drop-on-fiber systems where the flexible fiber coils
inside a liquid drop. This spooling mechanism provides
the system with a constant force behavior under extension
(i.e. vanishing stretching modulus) in addition to extreme
extensibility [2, 13, 14, 15]. In-drop coiling basically re-15

quires thin fibers and up to now ∼ 10µm diameters and
∼ 10 MPa materials have been successfully used. With
the aim to design functional microstructures utilizing in-
drop coiling, we turn to the use of metalic materials with
the drawback that functional materials usually have high20

Young’s moduli [16] (metals for electronics, glass for pho-
tonics, for which E ∼ 50− 100 GPa). For these materials,
if the bending rigidity is to be kept low, the structure has
to be dramatically thin, in the order of nanometers. Yet
thin structures are difficult to manufacture[17, 18], and25
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lose their functionality (electric resistance of a fiber de-
creases quadratically with decreasing radius).

Interest in the last decade in flexible electronics is driven
by applications in consumer electronics (e.g. flexible lap-
top or smartphone screens), but also integration in the30

human body to design sensors that can be implanted on
living organs[19]. If bending flexibility is achieved by de-
signing thin enough structures, stretching compliance is
usually obtained through the use of wavy structures; in
both case the relative rigidity of the material (silica) is35

dealt with by structural design. Some examples where the
focus has been on the material side are the use of con-
ductive polymers in the fabrication of conductive elastic
materials[20]. Here we use in-drop coiling to design highly
extensible fibers. Moreover we introduce the use of an aux-40

iliary soft beam that helps in-drop coiling of these elastic
fibers, and show that coiling can be achieved with electri-
cally conductive materials.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give
thorough information on experimental methods and ma-45

terials used. In Section 3 we recall the conditions under
which an elastic fiber may coil inside a liquid drop. We
then point out in Section 4 that gravity inevitably hin-
ders the coiling procedure, but in Section 5 we introduce
the use of an auxiliary soft beam which on the contrary50

enhances this coiling procedure and enables us to show in
Section 6 the in-drop coiling of a conductive relatively stiff
fiber. We discuss our results in Section 7 and conclude.
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2. Materials and Methods

Different materials were used to fabricate the fibers in55

order to cover a large span of Young’s moduli in the experi-
ments. The thermoplastic polyether polyurethanes (TPU)
fibers were fabricated from pellets (BASF) following a
manual melt-spinning process described in [21] where a
TPU pellet is molten at 225oC on a hot plate and then60

touched by the tip of needle. Pulling the needle rapidly
then draws out a microfiber which immediately solidifies
in the air, leaving the operator with a meter long mi-
crofiber. The different TPU’s Young’s moduli were mea-
sured through a force displacement test using the Femto-65

Tools micro-forces instrument FT-MTA02 (capacitive de-
flection measurement).

Polylactic acid (PLA) is commonly used for 3D print-
ing, its Young’s modulus was measured using a Shimadzu
AG-X Plus electromechanical test frame on a PLA wire of70

radius 1.5 mm. Just as for the TPU, PLA fibers were fab-
ricated with a melt-spinning technique: a small amount of
PLA was molten on a hot plate (290oC) and subsequently
pulled out rapidly with the tip of a needle, thus creating
the solid microfiber.75

Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)-
poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS, a conductive
polymer) dry re-dispersible pellets from Sigma-Aldrich
were used to draw fibers using the wetspinning process
described in [22, 23]. A 2.9%wt PEDOT:PSS-water80

solution was first prepared using a Mettler-Toledo MS
scale. The solution was then injected through a calibrated
needle (Adhesive Dispensing Ltd and Cluzeau Info Labo)
out of a Terumo 10mL glass syringe into an acetone bath.
As water is more soluble in acetone than in PEDOT:PSS,85

it flows out of the PEDOT:PSS, which itself is not soluble
in acetone, and the injection leads to the contraction and
solidification of a continuous flow of PEDOT:PSS. The
resulting solid microfiber was then manually extracted
from the acetone bath and dried out in ambient air for90

about one minute. Even though the PEDOT:PSS fibers
thereby created are not exactly the same as in [23], we use
their value for the Young’s modulus. Our PEDOT:PSS
fibers showed a specific electric conductivity of 7 S/cm.

End-to-end electrical resistance of straight and in-drop95

coiled PEDOT:PSS microfibers were measured using an
ohmmeter (Amprobe 5XP-A). The electrical connections
between macro-parts and the microfiber were established
with a Hi-Bond Conductive Copper Tape.

No active control on the fiber’s cross-section radius is100

possible with both of the aforementioned fabrication tech-
niques, but it was optically measured after its fabrication
for each fiber using a Leica macroscope (VZ85RC) with
a Leica DFC-295 camera. The optical resolution of this
macroscope is of the order of magnitude of the diameter105

of the thinnest fibers that were used (around 2 microns).
Since the bending rigidity of a cylindrical fiber is propor-
tional to the fourth power of the radius of its cross section,
the fibers’ radii are a key parameter in the experiments.

Therefore an algorithm was written to take into account110

the blurriness of the image near the fiber edges, and af-
ter image post-processing the absolute uncertainty on the
fiber’s radii was lowered to 0.5 µm.

Zhermack Shore 8 Polyvinyl-siloxane (PVS), was used
to fabricate the soft auxiliary beams. The following tech-115

nique was used to obtain ∼ 2 cm long fibers with ∼ 100
µm thin cross sections. Before reticulation, the PVS was
poured on the 170 µm wide side of a microscope glass
slide (VWR, 22x50 mm, thickness No 1.5). A small part
of the PVS then sat on the side when reticulation starts,120

whereas the surplus ran off the edges. After reticulation (≈
20 minutes at ambient temperature), a fiber is extracted
from the side of the glass slide. Its cross section resembles
a circular cap which we will here, for simplification, con-
sider to be rectangular of height and width equal to those125

observed on the circular cap. These geometric dimensions
were observed optically with the Leica macroscope. The
aspect ratio k = hsoft

wsoft
of the cross-section of the fiber was

found to be k = 0.34. The perimeter and the quadratic
moment of inertia of the cross section were also approxi-130

mated to be those of a rectangular cross section. Finally,
the Young’s modulus of our PVS was determined by a
force-displacement measurement on a cylindrical fibre of
radius 750 µm and length 8.5 cm.

The droplets used for the experiments are silicone oil135

droplets (viscosity 100 cSt at 25 oC) from Sigma-Aldrich.
It is to be mentioned that this silicone oil does not swell
TPU, PLA and PEDOT:PSS, but does swell PVS. As a
first order approximation, no Young’s modulus rectifica-
tions were applied to the PVS beams. However, character-140

istic dimensions of these PVS beams increased by about
20% due to this swelling. Silicone oil was found to per-
fectly wet all of the used materials (Young-Dupré equi-
librium wetting angle θY = 0) which is why we consider
γSV − γSL = γ cos θY = γ, where γSV, γSL and γ are re-145

spectively the Solid-Vapor, Solid-Liquid and Liquid-Vapor
specific interface energies.

In order to determine whether a fiber (with or without
auxiliary soft fiber) was ’coilable’ in a silicone oil droplet,
about 10 droplets of different sizes were put on the fiber,150

seeking the best droplet size (big enough to allow coiling,
but not too big for it not to be too heavy). If the fiber
undergoes at least 2 coils inside one of the drops upon
compression of its ends, at whichever hanging angle, the
fiber is considered ’coilable’. If no droplet leads to this155

type coiling, the fiber is considered ’uncoilable’. Following
this procedure, a fiber would first be tested alone (with-
out auxiliary soft beam), and then would be affixed to
the auxiliary soft beam and the composite fiber would be
tested. The core fiber and the auxiliary beam stick to each160

other outside the droplet through the formation of a liq-
uid bridge, but detach from one and other inside the liquid
droplet.
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Material Young’s modulus E
PVS shore 8 200 ± 30 kPa
TPU E1170A 9.50 ± 2 MPa
TPU E1185A 23.6 ± 4 MPa
TPU E1198A 66 ± 10 MPa
TPU E1174D 560 ± 40 MPa
PEDOT:PSS 2.5 ± 0.7 GPa
PLA 2.7 ± 0.7 GPa

Table 1: The materials used for fiber fabrication and their respective
Young’s modulus E.

3. In-drop coiling of a bare fiber in the absence of
gravity165

We consider a liquid drop sitting on an elastic fiber in the
absence of gravity. The fiber has a circular cross-section of
radius a, Young’s modulus E, total length L. The liquid
drop has total volume 4

3 π R
3. As long as the drop sits on a

straight fiber, it adopts an unduloid shape [24, 25]. When
R� a the unduloid resembles a sphere (of radius R) and
we will make this approximation even once the fiber is
coiled inside the liquid drop. The drop-on-fiber system is
held under tension T , see Fig. 1. Furthermore, as we con-
sider small systems (typically a ∼ 10µm, R ∼ 100µm) we
need to take surface forces into account. We note γSL the
surface energy of the Solid-Liquid interface, γSV the sur-
face energy of the Solid-Vapor interface, and γLV that of
the Liquid-Vapor interface. Due to the stronger affinity of
the fiber for the liquid than for the vapor (i.e. γSL < γSV),
surface tension forces at the two menisci points A and B
tend to compress the fiber inside the drop. If the compres-
sion is large enough, more fiber is reeled inside the drop
and coiling occurs. We now compute the relation between
the external tension T , surface tension forces, and other
parameters, for the system to be in equilibrium. We list
all the contributions to the total potential energy V of the
system once in the coiling regime. First the surface ener-
gies are 2πaγSVLout, 2πaγSLLin where Lin is the length of
the fiber inside the drop and Lout that of the fiber outside
the drop. As we do not allow the spherical drop to deform
in this model, the surface energy 4πR2γLV of the Liquid-
Vapor interface stays constant and is therefore discarded.

To compute the bending energy 1
2 EI

∫ Lin

0
κ2(s) ds of the

coiled fiber, where I = πa4/4 is the second moment of
area of the circular cross-section of the fiber, we perform
the simplification where the curvature κ(s) of the fiber is
uniform and equal to 1/R, with s the arc length along the
fiber. Finally we add the work of the external load −T X
where X is the end-to-end distance of the system (here,
X ' Lout because 2R � X). We use Lin + Lout = L to
replace Lin and find that, up to constant terms, the total
potential energy of the system reads

V(Lout) =

[
2πa (γSV − γSL)− 1

2
EI

1

R2
− T

]
Lout + const.

(1)

Lout

A B

LinV

S

2R
X

TL

2

Figure 1: Cylindrical fiber of radius a undergoing coiling inside a
liquid drop of radius R in absence of gravity. The fiber is held at a
tension T .
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of eq.(3) for a silicone oil droplet
(γ = 21 mN/m) sitting on a bare fiber (of Young’s modulus E = 1
GPa in this example). For a given fiber radius a, in-drop coiling will
be energetically favorable for a big enough drop. In this case, the
compressive capillary force 2πaγ overcomes the elastic bending force
πEa4

8R2 and the fiber is spooled inside the drop.

where we see that the linearity of V(Lout) implies that the
load on the system, T , does not depend on its extension
X, i.e. we have at equilibrium dV

dLout
= 0

T = 2πaγ − 1

2
EI

1

R2
(2)

where we write γ = γSV−γSL. At first sight, one could then
conclude that coiling inside the drop is always achievable
(even when γSV < γSL) provided the right external load T
is applied. Nevertheless if T is negative, that is if a global
compression is applied on the system, then global buckling
occurs at T ∝ −EIL2 , which is almost zero since L is large.
A necessary condition for coiling to occur in the absence
of gravity is then T > 0 in Eq. (2) or

2πaγ >
πEa4

8R2
(3)

which yields a threshold for the fiber radius a as function of
E,R, and γ with a ∝ R2/3E−1/3. Fig. 2 shows this thresh-
old between coilable and uncoilable systems for a TPU
fiber and silicone oil droplet. Eq. (3) can be interpreted in
terms of forces by saying that coiling is possible whenever170
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the surface tension force of the drop 2πaγ is larger than

the bending reaction force πEa4

8R2 of the fiber. We note that
in the present case where gravity is absent, it is possible
to coil virtually any fiber by choosing a large enough drop:
for all (a,E) there exists a R such that Eq. (3) is satisfied.175

4. In-drop coiling of a bare fiber in the gravity field
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Figure 3: Cylindrical fiber of radius a undergoing coiling inside a
liquid drop of radius R in the gravity field. Due to gravity, the
coiled state is sagging as the drop’s weight pulls it downwards. The
equilibrium state displays a sagging angle β which depends on the
system physical parameters, as described in equations (7) and (8).

In the previous section we saw that, if gravity is ne-
glected, coiling can be activated on virutally any fiber pro-
vided a large enough liquid drop is used. In the present
section we show that once gravity is accounted for, there is
an upper limit for the radius of the fiber (of a given mate-
rial) for which coiling is possible. We consider the system
of Fig. 3, write the total potential energy, and compute its
equilibrium. The bending energy is 1

2 EI
1
R2 Lin and, as

explained in the previous section, surface energies add up
to 2π γ Lout where γ = γSV − γSL. The potential energy
for the weight of the drop is mg yC where C is the center
of the spherical drop and m = 4

3πρR
3, ρ being the density

of the liquid and g the acceleration of gravity. The work of
the external load Λ is −ΛX where X ≈ Lout cosβ. Using
Lin = L − Lout, the total potential energy is then, up to
constant terms

V(β, yC , Lout) =

(
2πγ − 1

2

EI

R2
− Λ cosβ

)
Lout +mg yC

(4)
The three variables of V are linked by the relation 2yC +
Lout sinβ = 0 which expresses the fact that point D is
constrained vertically. We therefore use

L = V − V (2yC + Lout sinβ) (5)

to write the equilibrium of the system as
(∂L/∂Lout, ∂L/∂β, ∂L/∂yC) = 0. Here V is the La-
grange multiplier associated with the constraint in the
vertical position of D and is therefore interpreted as
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Figure 4: Graphical representation of the inequality (9) for a sili-
cone oil drop (γ = 21 mN/m, ρg = 9600 N/m3) sitting on a fiber
(Young’s modulus E = 1 GPa in this example). For a given fiber of
radius a to undergo in-drop coiling, the drop radius R has to be large
enough. However, the drop’s weight will hinder coiling and eventu-
ally prevent it when R exceeds a certain treshold. This generates
a coiling phase ”tongue” which displays a limit for the fiber radius
amax = amax(γ, ρg, E) described in equation (10). The upper dotted
curve corresponds to the elasto-capillary limit described in section
3 (no gravity) and the lower dotted curve shows the biggest drop
that can sit on a given fiber without falling (gravito-capillary limit
4/3πρgR3 < 2× 2πaγ) [7].

the vertical reaction force from the support at the right
extremity of the fiber. Equilibrium is such that

Λ cosβ + V sinβ = 2πaγ − 1

2

EI

R2
(6a)

V =
mg

2
(6b)

V cosβ = Λ sinβ (6c)

The last equation shows that the total external force on
the system at point D, Λex + V ey, is along the direction
β, that is the fiber outside the drop carries no shear force
but a tension T = Λ cosβ + V sinβ. The first and second
equations in (6) are then rewritten as

T = 2πaγ − 1

2

EI

R2
(7)

mg = 2T sinβ (8)

where (8) shows that the tension T has to be positive, a
limitation already found in the previous Section. Moreover
once the parameters mg, a, γ, EI, R are given, (7)-(8)
yield the angle β at which the system is going to experience
coiling, the equilibrium angle β increasing with the weight
mg. As β < π

2 a necessary condition for coiling to occur in
the presence of gravity is T > mg

2 which can be rewritten
as

2πaγ >
πEa4

8R2
+

2

3
πρgR3 (9)

In the force interpretation introduced in the previous Sec-
tion, this means that for coiling to be possible, the surface
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Figure 5: Theoretical and experimental coilable and uncoilable
fibers of different materials in the corresponding optimal silicone oil
droplet. The theoretical limit between the coilable and uncoilable
systems is given in equation (10) and experiments validate the the-
oretical power law amax ∝ E−3/7 and the corresponding prefactor.
For PEDOT:PSS and PLA fibers, no coiling ever occurred as we were
not able to produce thin enough fibers. γ = 21 mN/m, ρg = 9600
N/m3.

tension has to overcome the weight of the drop in addition
to the bending force of the fiber. Fig. 4 shows the region,
in the plane (a,R), where coiling is possible. We see that
in the presence of gravity, once the material parameters
ρg, γ, E are given, there is a maximum value amax to the
radius a of the fiber for which coiling is possible. Differen-
tiating (9) with regard to R, we compute this maximum
radius to be

amax = 2.78 γ5/7 (ρg)
−2/7

E−3/7 (10)

This limitation is due to the fact that exceedingly large
drops cannot fit on a fiber, as explained in [7]. For liquid
parameters (used throughout the present paper) ρg = 9600
N/m3 and γ = 21 mN/m, we plot in Fig. 5 the radius amax180

as a function of the Young’s modulus E of the material of
the fiber. In the same figure we report on the experimental
coiling character of several fibers and find a good agree-
ment with theory.

5. Coiling the uncoilable: the auxiliary soft beam185

The elasto-capillary coiling mechanism allows to create
composite threads that are highly extensible: as a large
amount of fiber may be spooled inside a droplet, the total
length X of the system may vary by more than a fac-
tor ten [14]. This extreme mechanical feature could be of
interest to design components for stretchable electronics
devices. Typical Young’s modulus for conducting materi-
als are ∼ 100 GPa, which requires the use of sub-micronic
fibers, see Fig. 5 and Eq. (10). Equation (9) shows that for
coiling to occur, surface tension as to overcome the sum of
the weight of the drop and the bending force of the fiber.
A large Young’s modulus E implies a large bending force

β
O

T

y

x

2R

g

Figure 6: Cylindrical fiber of radius a affixed to a soft beam (rect-
angular cross section: height hsoft, width wsoft) undergoing coiling
inside a liquid drop of radius R in the gravity field. Due to gravity,
the coiled state is sagging and the equilibrium state displays a sag-
ging angle β which depends on the system physical parameters. The
composite fiber (core fiber + soft beam) inherits the large beam’s
perimeter but its bending stiffness mainly depends on that of the
core fiber.

unless we use a drop with a large radius R. Neverthe-
less we have seen in the previous section that increasing
the drop radius is eventually unfavorable to coiling, as it
makes the weight become too large. Alternatively we can
try to increase the surface tension force 2πaγ. The span
of the possible values for γ being restricted for classical
liquids, we are left with the option of increasing the con-
tour length of the triple line, that is the perimeter 2πa of
the fiber. As increasing a rapidly increases the bending
force we seem to be in an inextricable situation. Yet the
use of a second fiber with low Young’s modulus and large
perimeter is a way out. We use the system of Fig. 6 where
our fiber of circular cross-section (radius a) is combined
to a beam of rectangular cross-section (width wsoft, height
hsoft) and made of soft material (Young’s modulus Esoft).
The fiber adheres to the beam when they stand in the
air but they separate once they are in the drop. On first
approximation we consider the difference γ = γSV − γSL
to have the same value for both the beam and the fiber.
Moreover we neglect the area of the fiber compared to that
of the beam (a� hsoft, wsoft). The total potential energy
of the system is then written as

V =
[
2γ (hsoft + wsoft)− Λ cosβ−

1

2R2
(EI + EsoftIsoft)

]
Lout +mgyC (11)

which we minimize following the same procedure as in the
previous section. The condition for the combined fiber-
beam system to coil is then

2γ (hsoft + wsoft) >
1

2R2
(EI + EsoftIsoft)+

2

3
πρgR3 (12)

with Isoft = 1
12wsofth

3
soft. The region determined by this

inequality is plotted in Fig. 7 where it is compared to the
coiling region for the bare fiber.
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Figure 7: Graphical representation of the inequality (12) (blue
tongue) for a silicone oil drop (γ = 21 mN/m, ρg = 9600 N/m3)
sitting on a composite fiber composed of a core fiber of radius a and
Young’s modulus E = 1 GPa in this example, and a soft auxiliary
PVS beam (wsoft = 190 µm, hsoft = 65 µm, Esoft = 200 kPa). The
small tongue near the origin corresponds to the one shown in figure
4, for a silicone oil droplet sitting on a bare fiber. The soft auxiliary
artifact allows to achieve coiling for much thicker fibers (larger a).
The largest theoretical coilable fiber has a radius amax explicited in
equation (13).

We note that the soft beam brings the possibility to use
bigger drops and hence coil thicker (i.e. larger a) fibers. As

in the previous Section, bearing in mind that EI = πEa4

4 ,
we calculate from (12) the maximum value amax for the
radius of the fiber for which coiling occurs in the combined
system:

amax = E−1/4
(

1.62 (γ(hsoft + wsoft))
5/3

(ρg)−2/3

−1.27EsoftIsoft

)1/4 (13)

Fixing ρg and γ, we study how amax varies with the beam
parameters for hsoft = k wsoft. We first optimize the cross-
section and find that amax is maximum for

wsoft = f(k) γ5/7(ρg)−2/7E
−3/7
soft (14)

see Fig. 9-left. This optimum value for wsoft and the max-
imum value of amax are plotted in Fig. 9-bottom as a func-
tion of Esoft. We can now inject this optimum value (14) in
(13) to obtain a maximum radius value that only depends
on material parameters

max(amax) = g(k)E−1/4 γ5/7 (ρg)−2/7E
−5/28
soft (15)

In our experiments, the thickness to width ratio k = hsoft

wsoft

of the auxiliary beam is k = 0.34. For readability, the de-190

pendence on k of wsoft in eq. 14 and max(amax) in eq. 15
is given by two functions f(k) and g(k) who naturally de-
rive from the optimization calculations, they respectively
take values of f(0.34) = 10.9 and g(0.34) = 3.0.

Experimentally we use a beam with Esoft = 200 kPa,195

hsoft = 65 µm, and wsoft = 190 µm not far from the opti-
mum value, see Fig. 9-top. We then study how amax varies
as the Young’s modulus E of the fiber material is varied,
see Fig. 8. For the combined system amax ∝ E−1/4, which
is favorable compared to the E−3/7 behaviour observed in200

the case of a bare fiber. We find a good agreement for the
power law of amax as a function of E, but a ×2 systematic
error on the prefactor between theory and experiments for
fibers with modulus in the MPa-GPa interval. The pre-
sented model considers that for coiling to happen, the sur-205

face tension force has to overcome the weight of the drop
plus the elastic bending force of the fiber. This bending
force is deduced from the curvature of a spherically spooled
elastic fiber. However, at early stage of buckling, the elas-
tic bending force is higher than that of the post-buckled210

(i.e. spooled) fiber. Moreover, experimentally, we observe
that the the composite fiber buckles in mode 2 (i.e. with
an “S” shape), therefore increasing the difference between
the modeled bending force, and the real one. This may
explain the constant ×2 error between prediction and ex-215

periment.

6. Towards electronic functionalisation : coiling
conductive PEDOT:PSS fibers

As mentioned earlier, the coiling of a microfiber inside
a droplet is a building block for highly extensible threads.220

Moreover, in-drop coiling stores the fiber surplus and re-
leases it while keeping the system under tension and taut.
This feature could be of interest for stretchable electron-
ics where extensible electric connections are sought. As
shown in figure 8, the auxiliary soft fiber technique allows225

for micronic fibers to undergo in-drop coiling for materials
with Young’s moduli up to few GPa, whereas they would
have to be sub-micronic in the case of a bare fiber.

PEDOT:PSS is a conductive GPa-modulus polymer
with which micronic fibers can easily be spun. A single230

3.5 centimeter long PEDOT:PSS fiber spun with a 50µm
needle has a cross section with radius aPEDOT = 4.2µm
and an end-to-end resistance of about Z0 = 0.90 MΩ.
This corresponds to a specific conductivity of σ = 7 S/cm,
which is approximately what is found for the P-grade PE-235

DOT:PSS in [23], σ = 11 S/cm. Figure 10 shows the end-
to-end electrical resistance Z(X) of this conductive fiber
coupled with a PVS auxiliary beam (wsoft = 190µm and
hsoft = 65µm), as a function of the end-to-end distance
X. Starting with X = 2R = 1 mm where the entire fiber240

and beam are coiled inside the drop, we stretch the system
up to a factor 20 where everything is straight. Through-
out this 1900% extension the end to end resistance of the
composite system does not decrease but fluctuates around
the nominal resistance Z0. We then design a second sys-245

tem where 2 PEDOT:PSS fibers are coupled to the PVS
auxiliary beam and found a weakly fluctuating resistance
around 50% of Z0. We conclude that no permanent short
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circuits happen in spite of the multiple coils contacting in-
side the droplet. However, brief spontaneous short-circuits250

could explain the observed fluctuations in resistance. A
one-loop length shortening (i.e. 2πR) would lead to a 9%
drop of end to end resistance, consistant with the typically
observed fluctuations of figure 10-A (2R = 1 mm and the
total probed length is 3.5 cm).255

7. Discussion

In conclusion, we showed that by introducing a soft sup-
porting beam we could induce in-drop coiling on fibers
with an a priori too large bending rigidity: the beam-fiber
composite system coils in situations where the bare fiber260

would not. We thus have designed a composite system ca-
pable of coping with extension ratios larger than twenty
while staying functional. The high extensibility is due to
the liquid drop that stores and gives back excess length,
but liquid forces also enable the system to stay taut. The265

conductor property is brought by a fiber that needs an
auxiliary supporting beam to coil inside the drop. Like
in every successful hybrid system, each component brings
its own function while gently combining with the others.
The mechanical response of the composite system is in-270

herited from that of its components. A bare conductive
fiber, of length L, carrying a drop does not coil and hence
exhibits a force-extension curve shown in red in Fig. 11:
if the end-to-end distance X is larger than L, the fiber is
stretched and the applied tension T grows linearly with a275

steep slope, due to the high Young’s modulus of the fiber,
while if X < L global buckling occurs and the applied ten-
sion is negative. Now if one considers the soft supporting
beam alone, stretching (X > L) is achieved with a gentle
slope and compression (X < L) leads to in-drop coiling280

at a constant plateau value Tp, see the orange curve in
Fig. 11. The composite system inherits from the behav-
ior of the soft supporting beam under compression, with
an in-drop coiling at the same plateau value Tp, and from
the behavior of the conductive fiber under extension with285

the same steep slope when X > L, see the blue curve in
Fig. 11.

We further showed that the composite system is con-
ducting electricity with a constant resistance over a large
range of end-to-end distances (from X = L/20 to X = L):290

in-drop coiling does not affect the conductive character of
the fiber. Finally we gave the limiting radius of the fiber
for which in-drop coiling could be achieved, as a function of
material properties (Young’s moduli E and Esoft) and liq-
uid properties (density ρg and surface tension γ). Further295

work involves the study of other geometries for the sup-
porting beam (e.g. cylindrical coating) and other physical
properties for the functional fiber (e.g. light conductiv-
ity) with the aim to design super-extensible conductive
systems.300
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width. The auxiliary beam has Young’s modulus Esoft (PVS) and an
aspect ratio k = hsoft/wsoft = 0.34 (value used experimentally). The
silicone oil drop has γ = 21 mN/m and ρg = 9600 N/m3. The core
fiber in this example has a Young’s modulus of E = 1 GPa. Top:
Largest coilable fiber radius amax as a function of the width wsoft of
the auxiliary beam of Young’s modulus Esoft = 200 kPa as given by
equation (13). The function has a maximum at wsoft = wsoft, opt, see
(14). The orange dot corresponds to the experimentally-used auxil-
iary beam, which was not far from being optimal. Bottom: wsoft, opt

as a function of the Young’s modulus Esoft of the auxiliary beam,
equation (14), and the corresponding maximum coilable core fiber’s
radius max(amax), equation (15). The orange dot shows the value
amax, given by equation (13), for the experimentally used auxiliary
beam.
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Figure 8: Theoretical and experimental coilable and uncoilable fibers of different materials in the corresponding optimal silicone oil droplet
(γ = 21 mN/m, ρg = 9600 N/m3). Composite fibers are composed of a core fiber (radius a and Young’s modulus E) and an auxiliary PVS
beam (wsoft = 190 µm, hsoft = 65 µm, Esoft = 200 kPa). The theoretical limit between the coilable bare fiber and the coilable fiber with
auxiliary beam is given by equation (10). The theoretical limit between coilable fibers with auxiliary beam and uncoilable fibers is given by
equation (15). For PEDOT:PSS and PLA fibers, no coiling could happen for a bare fiber but thanks to the auxiliary beam strategy, micronic
fibers were coiled inside silicone oil droplets. The theoretical power law amax ∝ E−1/4 seems appropriate to describe the frontier between
the coilable with auxiliary beam and the uncoilable region of this phases diagram. However, a systematic error of about a factor 2 between
theory and experiments shows that this simple model could be refined.
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Figure 10: Coiling conductive micronic PEDOT:PSS fibers (aPEDOT = 4.2 µm) inside a silicone oil droplet with the assistance of a soft
auxiliary beam. This composite fiber conducts electricity throughout the 1900% stretching test. (A). Electrical resistance versus of end-to-end
distance X of the fiber for 1 and 2 PEDOT:PSS fibers and one soft auxiliary PVS beam. The resistance was measured between two points,
further apart than the actual ends of the auxiliary beam (total fiber length: 3.5 cm), see (B). Pictures (C) and (D) show macroscope snapshots
of the droplets for X = 1.6 cm and X = 0.8 cm for 1 and 2 PEDOT:PSS fibers respectively. The dark PEDOT:PSS can easily be spotted
inside and outside the droplet. The PVS beam, however, is only visible outside the droplet due to a refraction index too close from that of
the silicone oil. Scale bar on both pictures: 500 µm.
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